276 Just Pray Wall Hanging
MaryAnne Brosnon
$65
A simple statement wall hanging perfect for any room.

277 Heat Surge Mini Glo Touch Heater
Sharon Kelch
$330
Stay warm with this miniature personal heater. A perfect combination of both convection and infrared heat to warm the whole room. You can switch to fan mode to circulate air all year long as well.

278 Senior Art
Bishop Garrigan Senior Class
$Priceless
A collage of pictures of our 2021 seniors displayed on a wooden cutout. This would make a great graduation display.

280 Cole and Mason Stainless Steel Salt & Pepper Mills
Anonymous
$75
Add style to your table with these gourmet salt & pepper grinders.

281 London Fog Purse
Travis & Frances Elbert
$50
London Fog Tulip Satchel in cognac

282 Ceramic Diffuser and Essential Oils
Connie & Edward Elbert
$65
Ceramic ultrasonic diffuser with a set of 3 detoxifying oil blends.

283 We Love Mr. Schnurr
Bishop Garrigan
$Priceless
Everyone loves Mr. Schnurr and here is your chance for your child's entire homeroom to join him for pizza. Not only that, but your child will get to pick their favorite PE game for the day.

284 Father's Day Package
Bishop Garrigan 8th Grade
$235
Your Father's Day gift is all ready to go! A 36-can soft shell cooler filled with snacks, a fishing hat, 2 Coleman insulated tumblers, fishing accessories, 2 Wakeman fishing poles and topped off with a $50 gift card to Chrome Truck stop.

285 Mother's Day Package
Bishop Garrigan 6th Grade
$205
A package of pretty things for mom! Package includes a metal bin, necklace, silk floral arrangement, silver makeup bag, soap, $25 gift card to Bloom and 30 minute facial from Bare. Mom will definitely feel loved with this gift.

286 BG Painting
by MLichter Fine Art & Design
Bishop Garrigan 2nd Grade
$265
A stunning MLichter original painting elegantly showing off our school pride. A charcoal drawing with beautiful gold accents. 18" x 36"

287 Sun Mountain Golf Push Cart
Bill and Denise Grandgenett
$250
Three wheeled ergonomically efficient, folding push cart. Comes with a mesh basket and drink holder.
288  Hand Painted Floral Print
Anita Schultz
$50
Beautiful canvas floral painting with a custom frame. 20" x 20"

289  Hand Painted Floral Print
Anita Schultz
$50
One large flower makes up this framed canvas painting.

290  Hand Painted Black and White Floral Print
Anita Schultz
$50
Canvas painting making a statement in black and white. 16" x 16"

291  Hand Painted Floral Print
Anita Schultz
$50
Textured painting style used on this unique canvas painting 18" x 18"

292  Hand Painted Floral Print
Anita Schultz
$50
Black, white and gold together make a bold floral canvas painting. 18" x 18"

293  Men's Hair and Skin Care Products
Lisa's Design Hair
$100

294  Beef Tenderloin Meal for 20 Guests
Kampen Foods & Catering
$460
Enjoy a delicious catered meal for 20 guests. Package includes beef tenderloin meal with sides of your choice. Arrangements will need to be made at least 2 weeks in advance and excludes Sundays. Can be picked up or Kampen’s will deliver

295  Girls State Basketball Autographed Frame
Bishop Garrigan
$Priceless
Proudly display this signed frame featuring the 2021 State Runner Bishop Garrigan Golden Bears.

Cash Donations
Ann and Robert Bunn
Vahn & Sara Schumacher
Green Gables Nursery
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Joseph Bonnstetter
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Ava Bartolo
Gracie Elsbecker
Joseph Meis
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Kellen Murphy
Angelo Winkel
Kyphus Goche
Tara Kron
Kaylyn Meyers
Jack Snyder
Joey Trainer
Derrick Kirsch
Kelly Bormann
Amanda Thilges
Emily Lappe
Kale Kramer
Sean Davis
Aric Laubenthal
Gracie Rosenmeyer
Kyle Schaaf
Anna Berke